Name of the mine : Massaro Ki Oberi Serpentine Mine
Owner of the Mine : Smt. Meena Singhvi
Date and time of the accident : 26.07.2017, 19:15 Hrs
Number of persons Killed : 1(One)

Prima facie cause of the accident : While a worker was engaged in handling of marble block by excavator in the bottommost bench of the opencast mine near water logged pit; the excavator skidded due to slippery floor and fell into the pit which was waterlogged along with the worker drowning him in the water and subsequently he received multiple injuries and succumbed due to drowning. The body of the worker was recovered by the divers after 24 hours of drowning and he was found dead.

CAN'T WE STOP RECURRANCE OF SUCH INCIDENCE ?

LET US MAKE ALL OUT EFFORT